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“The first time my mother asked me, ‘How exactly is it that we’re related?’ I was shoc

Deborah Hoffmann. In Complaints of a Dutiful Daughter, a tender exploration of th

meaning of memory, Hoffmann chronicles her growing understanding of her elderly 

Alzheimer’s disease. Shaped by Hoffmann’s honest, witty confessional-style narratio

timely subject: as Americans live longer, more and more people are faced with the lif

caring for an elderly parent. Newly widowed, 78-year-old Doris Hoffmann decides to

near her daughter. At first, the filmmaker views her mother’s increasingly strange be

forgetfulness. With a dry wit, Deborah chronicles Doris’s bizarre obsessive stages. 
 

Nominated for an Academy Award®, the film will be broadcast on public television s

Lives, a series presented by American Public Television and American Docum

is a new programming initiative from the producers of P.O.V. 
 

In the Banana Period, Doris eats banana after banana, unable to remember that she

Hearing Aid Period, she telephones her daughter’s answering machine repeatedly, a

desperately trying to locate her missing hearing aid. “I was constantly looking for a w

to know what she’s thinking and what she’s feeling, and what I should be doing,” say

more like interpreting dreams.” 
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As primary and often frustrated caregiver, Hoffmann shared her experiences with friends, who urged her to 

videotape her thoughts and experiences. Complaints of a Dutiful Daughter “was really done out of  

necessity,” says Hoffmann, an accomplished film editor whose credits include THE TIMES OF HARVEY 

MILK and COLOR ADJUSTMENT.  “It was an all-consuming situation that I needed to deal with in a film.” 
 

Eventually, Hoffmann discovers that her mother is suffering from Alzheimer’s disease.  A desire to cure the 

incurable gives way to a growing acceptance of the fact that the Doris Hoffmann her daughter remembers no 

longer exists. “Little by little,” the filmmaker explains, “the only real remaining memories are childhood and very 

early adulthood. And she remembers her parents fairly well. But what I always thought of as her life, what I 

knew to be her life – which was me and my brother and my father and the 50 plus years she lived in New York 

– that’s kind of disappeared, which is a little hard for me to take.” Their former relationship irretrievably 

obscured by memory loss, the two women forge a new friendship, based not on a shared past but on an 

abiding love that transcends long-forgotten particulars. “She is the ultimate of living in the moment,” Hoffmann 

says proudly of her mother in the film’s closing monologue. “She’s sort of the ultimate enlightened person.” 
 

Born out of love and frustration, Hoffmann’s directorial debut weaves together old photographs, home movies, 

and modern video footage to create a heartfelt, exceedingly intimate evocation of the enduring bond between 

two people. 
 

Winner of both the Teddy and Caligari awards at the Berlin Film Festival, the film also touched the hearts of 

many at the Sundance Film Festival and was voted Audience Favorite at San Francisco’s Frameline Film 

Festival. The late Chicago Tribune film critic Gene Siskel said, “Complaints of a Dutiful Daughter is the best 

film about Alzheimer’s disease that I’ve seen.”   

 
About the Filmmaker: 
 
Deborah Hoffmann has worked in the San Francisco Bay Area as a film and video editor for over 
25 years, editing numerous internationally acclaimed documentaries. For her work on THE TIMES 
OF HARVEY MILK, she received a National Emmy, and the film received an Academy Award. Other 
documentaries she has edited include Marlon Riggs’ Peabody Award-winning COLOR 
ADJUSTMENT, National Emmy winners ETHNIC NOTIONS and MEN WHO MOLEST, and 
Academy Award winner COMMON THREADS, in which she was one of three editors.  With her 
partner Frances Reid, Deborah directed LONG NIGHT'S JOURNEY INTO DAY: SOUTH AFRICA'S 
SEARCH FOR TRUTH AND RECONCILIATION.  This feature documentary won the Grand Jury 
Award at Sundance and received an Oscar® nomination as well as 20 other international awards. 
 
Credits: 
Producer/Director/Writer:  Deborah Hoffmann 
Cinematographer:   Frances Reid  
Editor:     Jennifer Chinlund and Deborah Hoffmann 
Graphics:     Cappy Coates 
Music:     Mary Watkins 
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Cara Mertes is the Executive Producer of True Lives.  The series is produced by American 
Documentary, Inc. Major funding for True Lives is provided by the Tides Foundation. 

 

American Public Television 
For 42 years, American Public Television (APT) has been a prime source of programming for the 
nation’s public television stations. APT has more than 10,000 hours of available programming 
including Discovering the Real World of Harry Potter, Globe Trekker, Muhammad Ali: Through the 
Eyes of the World, Nightly Business Report, Rick Steves’ Europe, Julia and Jacques Cooking at 
Home, Ballykissangel, Brian Jacques’ Redwall and Sinatra: The Classic Duets. APT is known for 
identifying innovative programs and developing creative distribution techniques for producers.  In 
more than four decades, it has established a tradition of providing public television stations 
nationwide with program choices that enable them to strengthen and customize their schedules. For 
more information about APT's programs and services, log on to www.aptonline.org.     
  
American Documentary, Inc. (www.americandocumentary.org) 
American Documentary, Inc. (AmDoc) is a multimedia company dedicated to creating, identifying 
and presenting contemporary stories that express opinions and perspectives rarely featured in 
mainstream media outlets. Through two divisions, P.O.V. and Active Voice, and additional initiatives, 
AmDoc is a catalyst for public culture, developing collaborative strategic engagement activities 
around socially relevant content on television, on-line and in community settings. These activities are 
designed to trigger action, from dialogue and feedback to educational opportunities and community 
participation. 
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